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be a commutative ring with integral ~10s 
ined in R, the seminormalizsltion 
{x E B j x/l E R, -Jr J(B,) for every p E Spec J(A) denotes the 
n radical ofthe ring A [21], and R 
. If B = R, then we write ‘R for and say W is 
In [Zl, Theorem 3.61, Traverso wed that if R is a reduced 
etherian ring and R is a finite R-module, then the canonical map of 
card groups Pie(R) + Pic(R [X]) is an isomorphism ifand only if 
seminormal. This result has been extended to all integral domains anri 
reduced Noetherian rings in [9] by a reduction via direct limits oTraverss’s 
result. In this note we extend this result toall commutative rings b~v~~~ only 
finitely many minimal prime ideals byan argument which does not d~~~~~ 
on the e considered by Traverso. Some corollaries of this result are _ 
given. then briefly discuss the behavior fthe sem~~orrna~~z~tio~ u 
localizatmn andthe relationship of seminormality to quasi-~~orrna~~ty. 
Ah rings in this note will be commutative with identity. If A is a ring, 
r(A) denotes the total quotient ring of A and if I is an ideal of A, ;BEiZ 
denotes the intersection of the prime ideals ofA which contain J ee(A) is 
the set of prime ideals ofA and if p E Spec(AA), k(p) = A,/pAp. will Llse 
2 to denote the integral closure ofA in T(A). an overring ofA we mean a 
subring of T(A) containing A. If X is a set of ~termi~ates andfE A ]-Xl, 
then c,(j) denotes the ieal of A generated by coe~~ients ofj? If I is 
ideal of A [X], then c,(I) is the ideal generated bythe cA(S) with SE I. 
write c(f) QF c(I) for c,(j) or c,(l) when rm confusion can arise. 
B 
Traverse’s proof that if R is a reduced ~oet~er~a~ ring whose integral 
closure is a finite R-module, then R is seminormal if and only if the 
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canonical map Pit(R) -iPic(R [Xl) is an isomorphism depends on the 
existence of a finite sequence ofrings R = R, _3 R, 2 . 2 R n = R such that 
Ri+, is obtained from Ri by glueing over aprime of R. While one cannot 
obtain such asequence ifthe conductor of R in R is zero, Traverso’s result 
can be generalized by using the fact hat any seminormal ring R is an inter- 
section of rings obtained from R by glueing over primes of R, together with 
Ischebeck’s generalization of a result ofTraverso on glueings [ 13, Satz 2.21. 
We first recall Ischebeck’s definition of a ring obtained by glueing [ 13 1. Let 
R be a subring ofB and I a radical ideal ofR. The ring A obtained from B
by glueing over Iis defined asthe pullback of the diagram: 
B 
TWO - T(B/(iB) “‘). 
The following characterizations of seminormality w llbe useful. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a ring and B an overring of R which is integral 
over R. The following properties of R are equivalent. 
(1) R is seminormal in B. 
(2) If y E B and y” E R for all arge n, then yE R. 
(3) If y E B and y”‘, y” E R for relatively prime integers m, n> 1, 
then yE R. 
(4) R is an intersection of ri gs A obtained from B by glueing over 
prime ideals of R. 
ProojI The equivalence of (1) and (2) can be obtained from [21, 
Lemmas 1.3 and 1.71 and is given explicitly n [9, Theorem 1.11. That (2) 
and (3) are quivalent follows since if m, n > 1 are relatively prime integers, 
then there exists j > 1 such that for each integer k >j there exist integers a, 
b > 0 such that k= an + bm. Then yk = (y”)“( Y”)~. 
(4) implies (1) since if A is obtained from B by glueing over 
p E Spec(R), then A is seminormal in B [ 131. 
To show (l)+(4) let yE 0 {A/A is obtained from B by glueing over 
some p E Spec(R)}. Let p E Spec(R), and let A be obtained from B by 
glueing over p. We have the pullback diagram: 
A m ,B 
g 
1 
h 
-1 
k(p) -JL VA PB) “*) 
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There exists r&R, sER, sER-p su 
= w 0 g(sy - r) = 0 * fp(sy - r) E 
R, i- J(B,). But since this holds for e
ur generalization of oneimplication of Traverso’s re ult will now be 
given. Since the relatively simpler converse holds for a ~i~ere~t class of 
rings, itwill be given separately in Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 2. If R is Q seminormal ritig with jkitely many rn~fl~rn~~ prime 
and X a set of indeterminates, theta the c~~~nic~~ map 
da ~~c(R[X]) isan isomorghism. 
ProoJ Since the canonical inclusion R 3 R [ 
that Q: is injective. Since the induced ma 
~s~rnor~h~sm for any nil ideal I, we may assu 
is quasi-semilocal, and thus to show OL is 
y 2, p. 120] to show that each invertible deal 
Further, since only finitely many ~ndetermi 
fixed finite generating sets of I and I-“, we 
case that X i Finite set. Also, as in [20, T 
case that In = I, contains a regular element ofW. Let 
is a finite product offields, then Iis an in 
ideals [IS, Proposition 3.11, and we have as in [ 17, Eemm 
f-) {rcR(g)-lIIC(r/g)RIX], rER gfR[X] regular eleme 
Thus let IE (r/g) R [X], rE R, g E R 
be the ring obtained from ing over p3. Then from 113, 
we get hat IA[X] is isomor 0 J@, A [X] fm mme (rank one 
Projective) A-module J.But since 
chosen as an ideal ofA [5, Corollar 
JA [Xl; SQ IA [X] = bJA [X] for some 
[Xl, we see that !J must be a 
1, Exercise 2, p. I 
I. We get CA(g) 
) = rA since g1 c rR. Thus c,(g) cR 
obtained from R by glueing over a 
by Theorem 1. Thus ~~(1) c 
The following corollary ndits proof were inspired by [92, Theorem &I]. 
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many minimal prime ideals, let S = R [X, ..., X, ] where the Xi are indeter- 
minates, and let Ibe an ideal of S generated bysquare-free monomials in the 
Xi. Then the canonical map Pit(R) -+Pic(S/I) is an isomorphism. 
Proof: If the result isfalse, then there exists anideal I of S which is 
maximal among ideals generated by square-free monomials for which 
Pit(R) --t Pic(S/I) is not an isomorphism ( ince there are only finitely many 
ideals ofS which are generated by square-free monomials inthe Xi). Then I 
is not prime, for if so then Iis generated by asubset of{Xi,..., X,}and so 
S/I is a polynomial ring over R. It follows that we can write I = I, n I,, 
where I, and I2 are ideals of S which are generated by square-free 
monomials and are strictly larger than I. We get from [14, 
Theorems 2.1-2.31 that he square. 
Pic(S/I) - Pic(S/I,) 
1 1 
Pic(S/Z,) - Pic(S/I, + &) 
is Cartesian. Thusfrom the square 
Pit(R) - Pic(S/I,) 
1 1 
Pic(S/I,) ----i Pic(S/I, + IJ 
we get hat he map Pit(R) -+Pic(S/I) is an isomorphism. 
In the following three corollaries, X is a single indeterminate and R(X) = 
N-‘R[X], where N= {fC R[X] 1 c(f) = R}. 
COROLLARY 2. If R is a seminormal domain, then the canonical map 
Pic(R [Xl) + Pic(RQ) is zero. 
Proof: By [20, Theorem 21 the composition of the maps Pit(R) --fa 
Pic(R [Xl) -? Pic(R(X)) is zero. Thus since a is an isomorphism, A = 0. 
COROLLARY 3. Let R be a completely integrally c osed integral domain 
.and let q: C(R) + C(R(X)) be the canonical map of divisor class groups. 
Then Pit(R) = kernel of I+ 
ProoJ Pit(R) c ker v, by the above corollary. Conversely, if I E ker $% 
then IRQ = R(X). But since R(X) is faithfully f atover R, we, have 
IE Pit(R) [5, Proposition 12, p. 351. Q.E.D. 
The above corollary clarifies [8, Proposition 8.91and [20, Corollary 21.
rook From the exact sequence 13, 
0 -3 UQ? [Xl) 4 U@(X)> -+ Bit@ [Xl, Iv> 4
Corollary 2, we get hat each I
ideal 9 of w [X] with c(J) = I?. 
[X] 3UGh that R[X]/J is R-flat. -rile r sult fO~lQW3. 
e will now consider the corvette of~e~~~~ 2. bserve that if R is a 
ic@> 4 Pi@-? IX]> is an i$o~o~~~~~~ for ome Set of indeter- 
minates X,then since Pit is a functor, it fo‘ollows that 
an ~~~~or~h~~~ forX, E X. Thus in co~3ide~~~~ the comer 
we may restrict our attention to the case that X is a 
on 2. Pj it is shown that if R is a 
r~hism, then. R is $62 
be a reduced ring. Thus we have the f~~~ow~~~: 
protective mod~le3 over pol~omial rings. ~~~3i~eratio~ was 
[22,X3] ofa~o~ber ge~era~~zatio~ of no~ ~~ ~~n~~tiQ~ wittb. he3tll 
of reflexive ~o~~~es. There a~~etber~a~ rin
satisfies th  condition S, (i.e., primes of heig 
~o~~~~tei~ fm each prime p of height <I- 
the ~e~~~~o~s~i~ between quasi-~o~~a~ity  
case, wefirst consider the behavior ofsemi 
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THEOREM 4. Let R be a ring and S a multiplicative subset ofR, and let 
K = T(R). Then S-‘(+R) = &(SIR). Thus tf S-‘K is a total quotient 
ring (e.g., tf S consists of regular elements orK is absolutely flat), then 
S-‘(+R) = + (S-‘R). 
Proof Let B be an overring of R contained in R, In [2 1] ;R is charac- 
terized as the largest subring A of B containing R such that 
(i) for each pE Spec(R) there is exactly one q E Spec(A) such that 
qn R =p, and 
(ii) the canonical homomorphism k(p) --+ k(q) is an isomorphism. But 
since S-‘(R) is the integral closure ofS-‘R in S-‘K [S, Proposition 16, 
p. 1341, and each subring ofS-‘R containing S-‘R is of the form S’A for 
some subring A of R containing R, the result follows. 
COROLLARY 5. If R is a ring such that T(R) is absolutely flat, hen R is 
seminormal tf and only if R, is seminormal foreach maximal ideal m of R. 
Proof Assume that R, is seminormal for each maximal ideal m of R, 
and let y= a/b E R, a, b E R, b regular, be such that y” E R for all n> t. 
Let q: R+ (R), be the canonical m p. Then q(y) E (R), and p(y)” E R, 
for all n > t, and hence V,(Y) E R,. Thus (bR :Ra) R, = 
(v(b) R m:R,d4) g R m m and hence (bR :a) & m for each maximal ideal m 
of R. Thus bR: a = R and y E R. Thus R is seminormal. Theconverse 
follows from the above theorem. 
COROLLARY 6. Let R be a Noetherian reduced S, ring. Then R is 
seminormal if and only tf R, is seminormal foreach eight one prime p. 
Proof The argument issimilar to the one above. Q.E.D. 
Using the above corollary we see that for the comparison ofquasi- 
normality andseminormality in reduced Noetherian S, rings, wemay restrict 
our attention to the one dimensional case. 
In the following lR(M) denotes the length ofthe R-module M,and [I’: k]
denotes the dimension of the vector space V over the field k.
THEOREM 5. Let R be a one dimensional seminormal Cohen-Macaulay 
local ring whose integral closure isa finite R-module. The following 
properties of R are equivalent: 
(a) R is Gorensiein ( .e., quasi-normal), 
(b) ME/R) < 1, 
w h ere the sum is over those mi E Spec(R) 
- Pro@ Xt follows from [21, Lemma 1.31 that if 
conductor fR in E Thus by [ 11, Corollary 3,7J 
only if 2 = 2~~(~/~) > lR(~/m). But since ~~(~/~) = 
get (a) o (b). Also, since m = J(z), we get lR(E/ 
@) + (cl- 
~r~o~~ If R is seminorm~, then m = J@j by (21, Le 
[ 11, Corollary 3.71 and the above theorem we get 2 = 2E, 
42 (if)> -I- ~~(J(~)/m) = ~~(~/J(~)), as well as ER 
the converse, let C be the cond 
CQr~I~ar~ 3.71 we have 
Thus C = m and 2 = l,(z/m 
) and R is scminorma~ by [4, ~ro~~s~ti~~ 7.12]. 
~erno~~. One is tempted to look for a ’ 
; that is a smallest quasi-normal overri 
sirn~~e example shows that such 
be any field and Iet R be the subring k + t 
k[[S]]s Then R(f’] an 
Gerenstein overrings of
~ore~ste~~ overr~ng contained inJ?. 
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